
Peer Review Form 

Device Page:  

Is the image used for the device picture well-lit, clear, the correct 4:3 aspect ratio, and above all, a 
photograph taken by the group members?  

Is there thorough information describing the device and its history to educate readers and aid 
them in identifying their device?  

Did the group provide at least three helpful links on the device page that a user would find useful 
when looking for information on their device?  

Is the device page free of major errors in grammar, punctuation, and spelling?  

Is the device page title capitalized and punctuated correctly with no extra descriptive words, such 
as “laptop,” “printer,” or “camera?”  

Did the group make proper use of headings and include all of the necessary sections of the device 
page?  

What has this group done well on the device page?  

How can this group improve their device page? 

 



Repair Guide Photographs:  

Are all of the photos in the repair guides well lit and correctly exposed?  

Do the images in the repair guides show a person’s hands performing the actions being described, 
without obstructing the view?  

Is the main focus of each image placed in the center of the frame and zoomed in far enough?  

Are the images an acceptable resolution and free of any motion blur or high ISO noise?  

Is the white balance correctly set for all pictures throughout the repair guides?  

Did the group take their photos on a clean, white background, free of distracting clutter?  

What has this group done well on their guide photographs? 

How can this group improve their guide photographs? 



Repair Guide Text:  

Are the written directions easy to understand and follow for an audience with no technical 
background?  

Are guide steps free of verbose and muddled directions?  

Do the guide steps describe how to perform each action rather than just what to do? 

Do the guide steps avoid vague language and outline the procedure with adequate detail?  

Does the guide text correctly identify the components inside the device as well as the correct tools 
being used in the procedure?  

Is the guide text free of major errors in grammar, punctuation, and spelling?  

What has this group done well on their guide text? 

How can this group improve their guide text?  



Repair Guide Mechanics:  

Did the group correctly use prerequisite guides to create an easy-to-follow “chain” of guides?  

Does each guide include a brief summary as well as a descriptive introduction outlining the 
procedure being performed? 

Are all parts of the Details section filled out, including the difficulty, time required, and tools?  

Is colored markup correctly used in guide photos, and are bullets appropriately colored to match 
them?  

Do the guides make proper use of the Note, Reminder, and Caution bullets when they are 
appropriate?  

Are the head types and lengths (in mm) of every screw that is removed noted clearly?  

Do the guides use the standard format for titles (‘Device Component Replacement’)?  

Does each guide end with the removal of the component, avoiding reassembly steps? 

What has this group done well on their guide mechanics? 

How can this group improve their guide mechanics? 


